
2016 novelties

advanced racing technology





More comfort, less heat: a goal that OMP pur-
sues since always, and now concretizes with
STRETCH DRY SYSTEM. The maximum brea-
thability of OMP Dry System is combined
with the elasticity of 3D materials, to allow
the best freedom in movements while re-
ducing body temperature. Two fundamen-
tal elements to help drivers improve
their performance. 

The cooling effect of the in-
serts is improved when
worn with the OMP ONE
breathable underwear
that now offers a cooling
spray solution.  
OMP’s Dry System is a
registered utility model.

SU
ITS
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HOMOLOGATION 
FIA 8856-2000
SIZES: 46-64

IA01852244XX Dark blue/cyan/white

ONE-S1
New fireproof super top level overall.
Based on more than 40 years experience
with all the innovations introduced by
the best drivers of history for maximum
comfort everytime.

ia01852

SUIT

IA01852076XX Black/white/anthracite

IA01852073XX Black/anthracite/red

IA01852083XX Silver/black/anthracite

FLOATING SLEEVES
Semi floating arm bellows.

STRETCH DRY SYSTEM

High breathability parts 
in Dry System 3D material 
on back, hips, calf 
and under the sleeves.

INNER POCKETS
Two comfortable hidden 
inner pockets.

KNITTED MATERIAL



To help drivers reduce body temperature and improve
their performance, OMP has designed a range of un-
derwear and breathable clothing.
The OMP ONE S line and TECNICA EVO breathable
racing suits and underwear to facilitate the body
thermoregulation, thanks to the innovative weave
of the inserts, strategically positioned, that allow
for high breathability while still maintaining
their own fire-retardant properties (according
to the FIA standard 8856-2000).

The cooling effect of the inserts
is improved when worn with
the OMP ONE breathable un-
derwear that now offers a
cooling spray solution.  
OMP’s Dry System is a regi-
stered utility model.
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HOMOLOGATION 
FIA 8856-2000
SIZES: 46-64

IA01853061XX Red/black

ONE-S MY2016
New fireproof top level overall.
Developed for the highest lightness
without sacrifying the comfort.
New regular fit with antirubbing
seams.

FIA WRC
FIA WRX

ia01853

SUIT

IA01853071XX Black/white

IA01853083XX Silver/anthracite/black

IA01853244XX Dark blue/cyan/white

DRY SYSTEM

High breathability parts 
in Dry System 3D material.

STRETCH DRY SYSTEM

INNER POCKETS
One comfortable hidden 
inner pockets.

FLOATING SLEEVES
Semi floating arm bellows. KNITTED MATERIAL



SU
ITS
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DETAILS

WEIGHT: 700 gr
For OMP 50 Size
Man h 175 weight 75

ia01855

SUIT

HOMOLOGATION 
FIA 8856-2000
MADE TO MEASURE

ONE-S SUIT SUPERLIGHT
New super light fireproof
overall. Developed for the
highest lightness ever! 
New Slim fit with ultralight
antirubbing seams.

INNER POCKETS
One or two comfortable hidden inner pockets.

KNITTED MATERIAL

FLOATING SLEEVES
Semi floating arm bellows.

STRETCH DRY SYSTEM
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IA01904061XX Red

HOMOLOGATION 
FIA 8856-2000
SFI on request

SIZES: 42-64

IA01854184XX 
Anthracite/black/fuo yellow

ia01854

SUIT
ia01904

SUIT

HOMOLOGATION 
SFI 3.2
SIZES: S-XXL

IA01854063XX Red/white

IA01854076XX Black/white

IA01854089XX Silver/black

IA01904071XX Black

IA01904041XX 
Blue

FIRST EVO SUIT
2 layer overall with modern bicoloured
design featuring an excellent quality/
comfort/price ratio.

IA01854046XX Blue/white

OS 10 SUIT
One layer OMP Sport racing suit
in fire retardant cotton fabric.

FLOATING SLEEVES
Floating arm bellows.

BREATHABLE SYSTEM
New breathable inserts 

on the sleeves.

KNITTED MATERIAL
Elastic inserts 
on the back and 
on the groins 
for better comfort 
and flexibility.

ELASTIC STRETCH
Lumbar elastic stretch.

EXTERNAL POCKETS

EXTERNAL POCKETS

EXTRACTION HANDLES
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ONE EVO GLOVES
Professional fireproof HI - TECH
gloves based on F1 tecnology.
Precurved for best fitting.
Diagonal cut on the wrists +
elastic bend on the wrists.
Inside seams on thumbs and
forefingers for highest precision
on the controls, external seams
on palm, middlefinger, ringfinger
and pinkie for maximum
comfort.

IB/759/N/XX Black/white

IB/759/NGG/XX Black/grey/fluo yellow

HOMOLOGATION FIA 
8856-2000 SFI on request

PRECURVED
MIXED INTERNAL/ EXTERNAL
SEAMS
SIZES: XS - XL

IB/759/BGC/XX Blue/grey/cyan

IB/759/NV/XX Black/white/fluo green

IB/759/W/XX White/black/red

HAND AND FINGERS
SILICON WEBBING

LEATHER INSERTS
ensuring the correct
grip on the shift 
paddle, buttons 
or steering wheels

EXTERNAL SEAMS
on pinkie, middle 
and ring finger for
maximum comfort

ELASTIC BAND
on the wrists

SLANTED CUT

INTERNAL SEAMS
in forefinger and thumb
for highest precision
on the controls

LEATHER PALM 
internal points

in antislip 
silicon webbing

ULTRA-GRIP
is used on the fingertips 
and forefingers for maximum
grip on the steering wheels

ib/759

GLOVES
ib/755e

GLOVES

NEW DESIGN

IB/755E/N/XX Black/white/red

IB/755E/B/XX Blue/white/cyan

HOMOLOGATION FIA 
8856-2000 SFI on request

PRECURVED
EXTERNAL SEAMS
SIZES: XS - XL

IB/755E/GF/XX Fluo yellow/black/grey

IB/755E/R/XX Red/white/black

IB/755E/W/XX White/black/fluo red

SLANTED CUT

PRECURVED FINGER
design for optimal comfort

PALM WITH FIRE-RETARDANT, 
SILICON RUBBER INSERTS

proven to give optimal grip, 
lightness and sensitivity

SELECTED AREA GRIP 
inserts are strategically 
located in order to decrease
bunching

EXTERNAL SEAMS
for maximum 
comfort

ELASTIC BAND
on the wrists

ONE-S GLOVES MY2016
New fireproof precurved
top level gloves. Diagonal
cut on the wrists + elastic
band on the wrists. 
Competely external seams
for maximum comfort, fire
retardant silicon rubber
palm. New and modern
design.

FIA WRX FIA WRC
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ib/757e

GLOVES

NEW PALM IN SILICON 
AND NEW COLORS 

IB/757E/NGI/XX Black/fluo yellow/grey

HOMOLOGATION FIA 
8856-2000
PRECURVED
INTERNAL SEAMS
SIZES: S - XL

IB/757E/BC/XX Blue/cyan/white

IB/757E/R/XX Red/white/black

IB/757E/N/XX Black/white

LEATHER INSERTS
for more resistance

INTERNAL SEAMS

PALM WITH FIRE-RETARDANT, 
SILICON RUBBER INSERTS

proven to give optimal grip, 
lightness and sensitivity

ELASTIC BAND
on the wrists

FIRST EVO GLOVES MY2016
Light and resistant glove with
elastic band on the wrist,
straight cutted design, inner
seams. Leather reinforcements
on the top of the fingers and
silicon palm for best grip and
sensitivity.

ib/761

GLOVES

FIRST-S GLOVES MY2016
Resistant and comfortable
fireproof gloves with suede
leather on palm and fingers.
Palm with silicon inserts for a
better grip. Excellent quality/
price ratio. Straight cut design
with elastic band on the wrist.
Inner seams.

ADDITIONAL SILICON
INSERST ON THE PALM
FOR BETTER GRIP

HOMOLOGATION FIA 
8856-2000
INTERNAL SEAMS
SIZES: XS - XL

IB/761/R/XX Red/white

IB/761/B/XX Blue/white

IB/761/N/XX Black/white

INTERNAL SEAMS

LEATHER AND
SILICON INSERTS

for maximum grip 
and resistance
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HOMOLOGATION FIA 8856-2000
SIZES: 37-48

IC/805246XX Dark blue/silver/cyan

HEEL SUPPORT
in low density material
for minimum weight

EXCLUSIVE ROTOR-LACING
for micro adjustment and a perfect fitting

HIGH STIFFNESS INSERT
for load spreading and 

fatigue reduction coupled
with thermal insulation layer

COMFORT FOAM
for pressure reduction

INJECTED SOLE
for maximum grip and 

resistance to wear

IC/805

SHOES

IC/805230XX Fluo green/black/white

IC/805071XX Black/white

FORMULA

IC/805099XX Fluo yellow/black/white

IC/805020XX White/black/silver

IC/805370XX Black/silver/fluo yellow

NEW FOOT SUPPORT
to reduce stress on the foot
and provide maximum drive
sensivity

PERFORATED
LEATHER
for maximum
breathability

INJECTED SOLE
for maximum grip and
resistance to wear

PIVOT-LIKE HEEL 
DESIGN 
for smooth pedal
actuation

REAR BELLOW

EXCLUSIVE
ROTOR-LACING
for micro adjustment
and a perfect fitting

rotor lacing

ONE EVO R SHOES
Professional top level racing boot in soft
leather and fabric with exclusive micro
adjustment ROTOR LACING that ensures
an easy and quick lacing. Very light and
comfortable. Structure designed to
increase the sensitivty on the pedal. High
resistance and best grip. The perforated
leather permits best breathability. New
colours available.
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FIA WRX FIA WRC

HOMOLOGATION FIA 8856-2000
SIZES: 37-48

IC/806061XX Red/black/white

HOMOLOGATION FIA 8856-2000
SIZES: 37-48

IC/807020XX White//black/silver/red laces and sole

IC/806

SHOES

NEW FOOT SUPPORT
to reduce stress on the foot
and provide maximum drive sensivity.

TECNICAL 
REINFORCEMENTS
on the tip and 
on the heelPERFORATED

LEATHER
for maximum
breathability

INJECTED SOLE
for maximum grip and
resistance to wear

REAR BELLOW

THIN LACES
for high sliding 
and quick lacing

IC/807

SHOES

NEW DESIGN WITH VELCRO
"FLAP" FASTENING

IC/806020XX White/black/silver

IC/806071XX Black/white

IC/807061XX Red/white/black

IC/807071XX Black/white/silver

IC/807244XX Dark blue/white/cyan

IC/807099XX Fluo yellow/black/anthracite

VELCRO STRAP
for a best fitting 

of the ankle

ONE EVO SHOES
Profesional boots with perforated
leather for high breathability and
fabric inserts. New and modern
design. High resistant, injected sole,
best grip. Velcro strap for best fitting.
Structure designed to increase the
sensitivity on the pedal. Thin laces to
guarantee and permit a good sliding
and a quick lacing of the boots.

INNER SOLE
with plate reinforcement for
highest sensitivity and reduction
of stress on the feet.

THIN LACES
for high sliding 
and quick lacing

PIVOT-LIKE HEEL 
DESIGN 

for smooth pedal
actuation

INJECTED SOLE
for maximum grip and
resistance to wear

ONE-S SHOES MY2016
New top level leather boot. Tecnical
reinforcements on the tip and on the heel.
Injected high resistant sole and best grip.
New velcro strap for a best fitting of the
ankle. Inner sole with plate reinforcement
for highest sensitivity and reduction of the
stress on the feet. Thin laces to guarantee
and permit a good sliding and a quick lacing
of the boots. New and modern design.
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HOMOLOGATION FIA 8856-2000
SIZES: 37-48

IC/803E071XX Black

HOMOLOGATION FIA 8856-2000
SIZES: 37-48

IC/809182XX Anthracite/fluo yellow

IC/809

SHOES
IC/803E

SHOES

IC/800

SHOES
IC/791E

SHOES

NEW DESIGN AND SIDE
PROTECTIONS ON THE TIP
IN TECHNICAL MATERIAL

NEW SIZES NEW SIZES

SOFT SUEDE

SOFT MATERIAL

IC/803E061XX Red

IC/803E041XX Blue

IC/809086XX Anthracite/red IC/809244XX Dark blue/cyan

ROUND CUTTED HEEL  
in order to ease the
rotation of the feet
while driving

TECNICA EVO SHOES MY2016
Boots made of soft suede. High quality
and resistant sole ultralight with inner
reinforcement for maximum sensitivity
and high protetction. Made with a
single piece of leather in order to
guarante maximum comfort and low
weight. Features a new design and
new side protections on the tip.

ULTRALIGHT OUTSOLE 
CONSTRUCTION
with inner reinforcement

SIDE PROTECTIONS
on the tip

SIDE REINFORCEMENTS
on the tip

FIRST EVO SHOES
Boots made of suede leather with an
excellent quality/price ratio. Resistant sole
with a round cutted heel in order to ease the
rotation of the feet while driving. Velcro strap
on the ankle for best fitting. Inner black
knitted fabric. Reinforcements on the tip.
Available in modern colors with fluo inserts.

CO-DRIVER SHOES
Co-driver boot made of water-repellent suede
leather with inner soft fabric. Sole made of
hydrocarbons resistant rubber, lace closure, ankle
velcro strap. Available now also in size 47 and 48.

ENDURANCE SHOES
Mid cut shoes in soft suede with laces and velcro
closure. Handcrafted rubber sole hydrocarbon
resistant. With gel anatomic insole for best comfort,
stability, maximum cushioning against impact
forces. Available now also in size 47 and 48.

VELCRO STRAP
for a best fitting 

of the ankle

co-driver endurance
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PROTOTIPO-R
Seat ideal for GT cars with ultralight
carbon shell. Large shoulder harness
slots to accomodate various heights.
High side bolsters for lateral leg
support and maximum protection.
Head, back, side, base and splitted
leg cushions are removable to allow
maximum individual seating comfort.
Upholstered entirely in velour.
Compatible with Hans device.
NEW DESIGN UNIFORM TO THE
REST OF THE OMP RACING SEATS

HOMOLOGATION FIA 
8855 -1999
SHELL: Carbon
FIXING: Lateral type W
COLOR: Black

HA/745/N

ha/745

SEAT

52
0

79
0

530

380

440 480

Measure in mm

LARGE SHOULDER HARNESS SLOTS 
to accommodate various heights

HIGH SIDE BOLSTERS 
for lateral leg support

SPLIT LEG RESTS
to allow maximum 
individual seating comfort

REMOVABLE 
head - back - lateral and base cushions

brackets

hc/922

New multi hole steel seat bracket in
compliance with FIA Appendix J art. 253.
New design, minimum 16 different positions.

bracket

LENGTH: 400 mm - THICKNESS: 3 mm

hc/923

New multi hole steel seat bracket in
compliance with FIA Appendix J art. 253.
New design, minimum 36 different positions.

bracket

LENGTH: 495 mm - THICKNESS: 3 mm

hc/924

New multi hole aluminium seat bracket in
compliance with FIA Appendix J art. 253.
New design, minimum 16 different positions.

bracket

LENGTH: 400 mm - THICKNESS: 6 mm

hb/703

New size for HRC XLFIBERGLASS seat.

back
preforated
cushion

hc/925

New multi hole aluminium seat bracket in
compliance with FIA Appendix J art. 253.
New design, minimum 36 different positions.

bracket

LENGTH: 495 mm - THICKNESS: 6 mm

NEW SIZES

ALUMINIUM ALUMINIUM

STEEL STEEL
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HOMOLOGATION FIA 
FIA 8853/98
COLOR: Black/white

DA0036HSL076

DA0036 HSL
New ultralight and comfortable saloon harness, 6 points,
ideal for rallies. With crotch and lap straps in Dyneema®

fabric and shoulder straps in white polyester. Optimized
to mounting Simpson Hybrid head restraint system.

da0036hsl

safety harnesses

3/2" SHOULDER 
shoulder straps to the roll cage

2" LAP 
crotch straps with steel snap hook

2" CROTCH (T-BAR) 
lap straps with quick  triangle small size attachments

PROFESSIONAL
LIGHTWEIGHT
QUICK RELEASE

ULTRALIGHT WEBBING
PROFESSIONAL
ADJUSTER,
ENDURANCE VERSION

ULTRALIGHT
STEEL
SNAP HOOK

ULTRALIGHT
ALUMINIUM
SNAP HOOK

EXTENSION
FOR ROLL BAR
ATTACHMENT
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Na/1876

New window safety net entry level made of polyesther with ECE belt   release FIA homologated.

Racing accessories

RECCE STEERING WHEEL
New Recce flat steering wheel, in
aluminium, 350 mm diameter, round 30
mm handgrip. With colored mark on
the crow to indicate steering wheel
angles (0° - 25° - 55° - 100° - 160°)

recce steering wheel
od/2046

SUEDE LEATHER

BLACK STITCHING 

ca/372

New OMP Sport mechanical extinguishing
system in steel. Estinguishing system for
saloon cars, mechanically activated
complete with tubing, noozles and steel
bootle. 4.25 lt Ecolife. Complete with
stainless steel brackets and fixing clamps.
Diameter 160 mm. Length 330 mm.

Extinguishing system

Professional safety 
belt cutter with hammer, 
light, emergency lamp 
and magnet. NEW MODEL, 
YELLOW COLOURED.

db/460E

3 WAY 
CONNECTION

1x

90° 
CONNECTIONS

2x
T CONNECTIONS

4x
PULL CABLES

2x
4M AL TUBING

2x
STICKERS

2x
NOZZLES

6x
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HOMOLOGATION 
CIK - FIA level 2
SIZES: 44-62 (120/160 for children)

KK01720244XX Blue navy/cyan

KK01720

SUIT

KK01720064XX Red/yellow

STRETCH INSERTS

PADDED INSERTS

MESH INSERTS

ELASTIC CROTCH INSERTS

SEMI FLOATING SLEEVES

KS-1R SUIT
New Karting overall, homologation
CIK FIA level 2. Ultra light and
totally printed overall. High comfort
due to the new soft and light
fabrics, elastic crotch insert, new
semi-floating stretch sleeves with
mesh inserts for best ventilation. 
Stretch inserts on lower back and
inner knee pads for protection.
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KK03022

New long johns for winter use made
of new stretch fabric. Realized with
"3D" seamless technology for the
best freedom of movement and
comfort. 
Sizes:  S/M, L/XL, XXL/XXXL

KS Winter
pants

KK03022071XX Black

underwear underwear
KK03021

New long sleeved underwear shirt
for winter use made of new stretch
fabric. Realized with "3D" seamless
technology for the best freedom of
movement and comfort. 
Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL/XXXL

KS Winter
shirt

KK03021071XX Black

KK03020071XX Black

KK03020

New kart balaclava for winter use made of new stretch fabric.
Realized with "3D" seamless technology for the best comfort. 
Size: one size fits all

KS Winter Balaclava
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ic/810

SIZES: 34-47
IC/810071XX Black/silver

SHOES

SIDE REINFORCEMENT ON THE TIP

PERFORATED
LEATHER
for maximum
breathability

EXCLUSIVE
ROTOR-LACING
for micro adjustment
and a perfect fitting

KS-1 R SHOES
New super top boots with new generation sole which
guarantees highest sensitivity, featuring Rotor lacing insipred
on the fireproof ONE EVO R boots. Made of perforated
microfiber with tecnical protetction on the tip.

KS-1 R GLOVES
Elasticized super top glove. Silicon palm, precurved for
maximum grip. External seams for maximum sensitivity and
inner antislipping silicon points.

SIZES: XXS - XL

KK02740071XX Black/white/silver

LEATHER INSERTS
ensuring the correct
grip on the shift 
paddle, buttons 
or steering wheels

EXTERNAL SEAMS

ELASTIC BAND
on the wrists

SLANTED CUT

SILICON PALM 
internal points

in antislip 
silicon webbing

ULTRA-GRIP
is used on the fingertips 
and forefingers for maximum
grip on the steering wheels

GLOVES
KK02740

PIVOT-LIKE HEEL 
DESIGN 
for smooth pedal
actuation

REAR BELLOW

INJECTED SOLE
for maximum grip and
resistance to wear
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SIZES: XXS-XXL
KK03102004XX Transparent

RAIN-K SUIT
New rainproof karting rain suit, with
new ankle bellow (with zip closure)
to improve fitting.

KK03102

SUITSHOES
ic/815

Rain-K

SIZES: 37-48
IC/815058XX Fluo yellow/fluo green

IC/815120XX White/black/red IC/815270XX Black/white/fluo green

IC/815070XX Black/white/grey

IC/815244XX Blue navy/white/cyan

NEW FOOT SUPPORT
to reduce stress on the foot
and provide maximum drive
sensivity

DRILLED AREA
for best
breathability

INJECTED SOLE
for maximum grip and
resistance to wear

PIVOT-LIKE HEEL 
DESIGN 
for smooth pedal
actuation

REAR INSERTS
in elastic padded material 
for improved comfort

KS-1 SHOES MY2016
New top level karting shoes, derived directly
from F1&WRC racing shoes. Realized in
polyurethane, with ultralight outsole specifically
designed for karting that guarantees the highest
sensitivity when driving. Rear inserts in elastic
padded material for improved comfort, separate
ankle adjustment with velcro strap, pivot heel
design for smooth actuation. Large areas in
mesh fabric for best breathability.

2016  MY

nb/1894

New professional apron for mechanics.

apron plus

COLOR: BLACK
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HA/777E/AIR Black with airnet fabric

HA/777E

CHAIR

HA/777E/NN Black

HA/777E/NW Black/white

HA/777E/NR Black/red

HA/777E/NB Black/blue

HA/777E/NG Black/yellow

wheeled Chair

OMP WHEELED CHAIR
Wheeled chair in synthetic leather with
reclining mechanism, pneumatic seat height
adjustment and adjustable armrests.

omp bag

ORA/2965

New sportswear backpack in resistant nylon
fabric, with external pocket and a pratic
handle. Length adjustable shoulder straps.

first
Backpack

DIMENSIONS: 40 x 30 x 18 cm

ORA/2964

New tech backpack with two external
pockets and inner organizer compartments.
Adjustable waist, chest and shoulder belts.
Made of lightweight and durable material.

one
Backpack

DIMENSIONS: 45 x 38 x 20 cm

COLOUR: Black

COLOUR: Black
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omp bag omp bag

ORA/2969

Generous dimensioned travel bag made in nylon,
provided with trolley. Large central compartment,
big pockets and side padded compartment.
Provided with a practical adjustable shoulder strap.
New anti-rollover rigid base and new fresh design.

TRAVEL Bag

PR923omp
umbrella

NEW DESIGN

ORA/2966

Lightweight sporty bag and organizational
features inclused plenty of internal and
external accessory pockets.

CO-DRIVER 
PLUS
Backpack

DIMENSIONS: 40 x 34 x 20 cm

COLOUR: Black

DIMENSIONS: 90 x 38 x 40 cm

COLOUR: Black



OMP RACING S.p.A.

Via E. Bazzano, 5
16019 Ronco Scrivia
Genova - Italy
phone  +39 010 96501
fax        +39 010 935698
omp.info@ompracing.it

o m p r ac i n g . co m


